Om shanti

You might have happened to ask questions such as,
‘Actually who am I?’, ‘Why was I born here’, ‘Why is this
world as it is?’, ‘Why is there so much sorrow?’, ‘Why do

‘…let’s give the information of the Truth – this is the entire

people seem to become worse and worse?’, ‘Where are we

course. Let joy arise in the soul! Let its imprint stay in it! Let

heading to running faster and faster?’… and many other

sorrows and worries go away from it! This is something that can’t

questions. Every path, every school, every religion and

be received from the world… We receive that most wonderful Being

system give different answers to these questions. What is

in the world…’

the truth in this jungle of opinions and thoughts. There
are so many paths, so are all of them true or maybe some
chosen ones?

”Knowledge” means „information”. The information about
what? The information about the Truth. The Truth about what?
About what the soul is, what the Supreme Soul is, what this cycle of

If even the weakest desire to know the true self and

the world is. The information about al this is knowledge.

the true history of the world is kindling in you, look at
what ShivBaba teaches. Not bounded by any human

‘His first name is Truth. What is the truth is beautiful. What

religion or system, free from all the influence, unselfish,

does it mean? If something is untruth, it can’t be beautiful. The

impartial ShivBaba comes here once a cycle and tells

truth, benevolence… Only the truth is benevolent. If something is a

people their true story

lie, it can’t be benevolent. The truth and benevolence… The one who
has these two qualities must be beautiful. He will be the truth and

What is the risk? Few minutes to read the leaflet
containing the essence of what ShivBaba wants to

he will be benevolent. It’s him that will be beautiful indeed. So, it is
the Supreme that is named Truth.’

communicate to all the people of the world. If you like to
know more the door to the ocean of knowledge is open to
the extent you will want to open it. It is worthy of
knowing.
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